
Whether it is your first time advertising a job or your

hundredth; it is clear to see that creating an

effective job advertisement and making sure it

reaches the best candidates is not a simple task.

Depending on what path you choose, it can also

be a costly one. Recruiters are notorious for being

an expensive route to job advertising and can

charge you thousands of pounds. If you want to

figure out how to find the best and cheapest ‘do it

yourself’ approach to job advertisement - this pdf is

for you. 

Why choose the ‘Do it yourself’ approach? 

So, you have decided to advertise the job role

yourself? Fantastic. Starting off is easy when you

already know what to do but, if you’re not used to

advertising or recruitment– it can seem like a

daunting task. 

It goes without saying that recruiters can be very

expensive and if you are on a budget this method

will probably be a no go for you. The cost of an

average recruitment agency can range between

15% to 20% of the candidate’s first annual salary.

With hard-to-fill jobs, costs can rise to 30%. If you

want to fill numerous job roles at a time, this can

become a prohibitive fee. 

Recruitment agencies can also be very limited. 

They are usually restricted to their own candidate

pool and this can make the recruitment process

lengthy and, ultimately, ineffective. If they cannot

find the perfect candidate for you within their small

pool of prospects, it may take more time (and

money) to expand the search.

Additionally, even specialist recruiters usually

haven’t worked in your industry themselves. For

this reason, you are often the best person to

explain the requirements of the role. You are also

much better placed to find the best fit for your

organisation. All you need is the confidence to go

for it, and a few pointers on how to get started.

Why choose the
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Research your Position

First off, we recommend researching your job

position. Why? Well, you need to make sure your

job role looks inviting to candidates. If you have the

wrong salary or job description for your role it can

make it pretty confusing for candidates who have

probably already scrolled through several similar

roles. 

Check out websites like indeed.co.uk,

childcare.co.uk, and jobs.capture-education.com,

then filter your search by the area you live in and

search by keyword for your job role, for example,

“North West Nursery Practitioner”. Searching by

area can help with allocating the correct salary for

your role. 

Clear Role and Legal Requirements 

Advertising laws require you to present the role

and organisation accurately to prospective

candidates. It can be tempting to embellish slightly

when we are ‘selling’ something, but a misleading

ad can lead to legal trouble.

If a candidate’s claim is upheld, you may end up

with a fine. Chances are, you will also need to

readvertise the position.  

Don’t worry, though, all you need to do is tell the

truth, be clear, and use inclusive language. 

. 

Tell the truth,
be clear and use
inclusive language

Any legal requirements, such as an up-to-date DBS

certificate should be clearly stated in the job

advert, to discourage unsuitable candidates. 

You must also make sure your job advert adheres

to discrimination laws regarding age, gender,

disability, and race. For example, saying the job

would suit ‘a bright young thing’ may seem

harmless, but implies you will discriminate against

older candidates.

Likewise, you should always use clear and specific

language to describe requirements and

benefits.For example, a ‘competitive salary and

benefits package’ is very vague and means

different things to different people.  Listing relevant

benefits such as the opportunity to attend a First

Aid course paid for by the company, is much more

meaningful than ‘we sometimes enjoy cake and

coffee mornings’ 

Bullet points and short sentences can help you

convey the salient points quickly. 

This is another advantage of using a service such

as Capture jobs. You tell us what needs to be

included in your advert, and we will help you with

the wording.



 Advertise where people will see it

This step is crucial so your candidates can find

your job role. We recommend checking out sites

like Indeed, Capture Jobs, Facebook, and

LinkedIn. Different sites have different advantages.

Job boards like indeed and Capture Jobs are

usually your safest and affordable bet to get your

job advert out there.

 Using job boards is a great way to advertise your

job because the candidates will already be signed

up to the job boards waiting for alerts to find their

dream jobs.

Who is Capture Jobs?

We are a jobs board community-based in early

years and primary. We help our customers find the

perfect candidate and help the candidate find their

dream job! We take the fuss out of advertising a job

– you can set up your job advert in a matter of

minutes with one phone call or simply by sending

an email over to our team with your job role and

description. 

We will then automatically advertise the job for you

and send it to all different types of job boards. We

use target keywords to ensure prospective

candidates see your job advert, helping you to find

your next superstar.  

www.capture-education.co.uk/jobs


